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INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive review and evaluation of the Langley Research Center's
" scientific and technical information (STI) program was conducted. The purpose
of the review and evaluation was to determine the extent to which the program
was meeting the needs of the Langley research personnel and the recipients of
Langley-generated STI, the areas of the program which needed improvement, and
the ways in which the program could be modified to improve its overall effi-
ciency and effectiveness_ The goal of the review and evaluation project was to
determine if the dissemination of the Center's research output could be made
L
more effective.
The project utilized both survey research and systems analysis techniques.
A steering committee composed of one representative from each research division
was used to develop the objectives and guide the project through its completion.
The individual tasks required to accomplish the objectives were established
and were included as phases in the project plan which is Appendix A of this
report. The results of Phase IV - Knowledge and Attitudes Survey, Academic
and Industrial Personnel are contained in this report.
STATEMENT OFTHE PROBLEM
During the 63-year history of the Langley Research Center, a comprehensive
review and evaluation of the Center's STI program had never been conducted.
Portions of the Langley STI program had received periodic or occasional assess-
ment; however, no valid empirical data existed which could be used to evaluate
the overall program.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of Phase IV was to determine the knowledge of and attitudes
toward Langley and NASA scientific and technical information (STI) held by the
external user population. Phase IV utilized survey research to assess the
usage, importance, and perceived quality of NASA Langley-generated STI and
the familiarity with and use of selected NASA publications and services and to
determine ways in which Langley-generated STI could be made more accessible to
external users.
Objectives of the Study
Seven objectives were established for Phase IV. These objectives were to
i. Assess the familiarity with and frequency Of use of selected NASA STI
publications and services;
2. Assess the importance of NASA STI and Langley-authored (published) STI
in terms of "advancing the state-of-the-art";
3. Determine the frequency of ordering and the relative speed of delivery
for NASA technical reports;
4. Determine the use of non-NASA, NASA-authored, and Langley-authored
(published) STI;
5. Gather data as to the technical quality, the adequacy of data, the
organization (format), and the quality of visual presentation to determine the
perceived image of Langley-authored (published) STI;
6. Ascertain specific demographic information such as work experience,
type of research organization, professional duties, major field of interest,
and publication activities about the survey participants; and
7. Identify ways in which Langley-generated STI could be made more
accessible to non-NASA engineers and scientists.
Setting for the Study
The Langley Research Center (LaRC) is one of the leading national labora-
tories for research and development in the sciences of aeronautics and space
technology. Founded in 1917, Langley was the nucleus for the former National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). For more than 60 years, Langley
engineers and scientists have conducted basic and applied research in fluid and
flight mechanics, flight systems, structures and materials, acoustics and noise
reduction, measurements and instrumentation systems, data systems, and space
and Earth sciences. For calendar year 1980, Langley's 1,306 engineers and
scientists produced 1127 items which included 175 NASA formal series technical
publications, 136 NASA Quick-Release Technical Memorandums, 146 journal articles,
352 conference/meeting papers, 85 NASA Tech Briefs, i0 NASA computer programs,
20 patents, and 203 pieces of unpublished research. The documented research
output of the Langley Research Center is processed through the Langley
Research Information and Applications Division (RIAD), which is an
integral part of the NASA Scientific and Technical Information system.
Importanceof the Study
An evaluationof the Langley STI programwhich includeda survey of
reciplents/usersin academiaand industryhad never been conducted. The
feedbackobtainedfrom the completedquestionnaireprovidedan assessmentof
Langley and NASA STI productsand outputs,establisheda baselinefor future
evaluative efforts,and identifiedways to increasetheaccesslbillty of
Langley STI. The questionnairecould be re-admlnlsteredas part of an
on-golngevaluationof theLangley STI program.
Scope of the Study
The study was limited to (i) the scientific and technical information out-
put of the Langley Research Center as processed through the Langley STI program;
(2) selected NASA STI publications and services; (3) books, periodicals,
and research specifically concerned with scientific and technical information;
(4) studies specifically concerned with the Langley STI program and the NASA
STI system; and (5) completed questionnaires received from the survey population.
The survey population consisted of academic and industrial engineers and
scientists. The study spanned the period from December 1980 to February 1981.
GLOSSARY
IAA International Aerospace Abstracts
LaRC LangleyResearChCenter
LSTAR Limited Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
n Sample Size
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NTIS National Technical Information Se_ice
OMB Office of Management and Budget
._ RECON Remote Console
RIAD ResearchInformationand ApplicationsDivision
SCAN Selected Current Aerospace Notices
STAR Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
STI Scientific and Technical Information
SP Special Publication
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RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE'
The review of related research and literature emphasized that periodic
evaluation was essential to the management of information systems. When properly
conducted, evaluation disclosed the strengths and weaknesses of the system,
suggested ways to improve the overall performance of the system, and ultimately
improved the efficiency and effectiveness of the system _King and B_yant, 1971).
The literature emphasized that the total evaluation of an information
system encompassed all the program objectives and employed a variety of manage-
ment tools and techniques (Swanson, 1975). It was established that the infor-
mation needs of the user were a necessary dimension in the evaluation process
(Debons and Montgomery, 1974).
EVALUATION OF THE NASA STI SYSTEM
Since its inception, various aspects of the NASA STI system were evaluated.
Both programmatic and user oriented studies were conducted. The program-
matic studies were concerned with funding levels, manpower authorization, and
the location of the STI function within the NASA organization (Duberg, 1973).
The user studies sought to determine the effectiveness of the NASA STI system
by obtaining feedback from the user population. The first Agency-wide user
study of the NASA STI system occurred in 1973. Since 1973, a series of user
studies have been conducted. These studies were reviewed and summarized.
The Drobka Study
In 1973, the first Agency-wide evaluation of the NASA STI program was
undertaken by F. George Drobka, then Head of the Acquisitions and Dissemination
Branch, Headquarters STI office. The study utilized the technique of struc-
tured interviews with a representative sample of users. From a population of
114 mid-level engineers and scientists at I0 NASA centers and prime contractor
facilities, an assessment of the usefulness of NASA STI products and services
was obtained and recommendations for making the system more effective were
established.
The NASA STI system was perceived as the best single source for needed
aerospace information. The majority of researchers used the announcement media,
STAR (67%), IAA (56%), SCAN (51%), and RECON (52%). Nevertheless, the respon-
° dents displayed "fragmentary knowledge of (i) the scope and coverage of our
system and (2) our document distribution mechanism" (Pryor, 1975).
" Action was taken by NASA to satisfy other users needs and improve the
system: STAR coverage of on-going projects was provided_ the subject-category
schemes for the announcement media were revised and expanded; access to addi-
tional data bases was supplied; quicker RECON response was accomplished; LSTAR_ a
quarterly journal of security classified and administratively limiteddocuments
was initiated; and a copy of PROFILES, a publication describing all NASA pro-
ducts and services, was offered to each scientist and engineer (Pryor, 1976).
The Burr Study
In 1978, a second Agency-wide evaluation Of the NASA STI program was under-
taken by Dr. Richard E. Burr, then a Federal Faculty Fellow assigned to the
NASA HeadquartersSTI Branch. As with the Drobka study, Burr's methodology
utilized structured interviews. Interviewees included 76 scientistsand
engineers at seven NASA centers.
TheBurr study, as did the Drobka study, exhibited the evaluation objec-
tives connected with the second type of user study described by King and Bryant
(1971). Like the Drobka study, the Burr study (1978) assessed the usefulness
of the STI system in meeting the users' needs, elicited ways in which the
system could be improved, and documented user awareness of the scope and
coverage of the NASA STI products and services. In-depth evaluation of the
NASA STI products and services was obtained, including ease of use, purpose of
use, and adequacy of announcement abstracts and categories. An evaluation of
the acquisition and dissemination activities was established and an assessment
of the changes installed after the Drobka study was documented.
Most respondents (82%) indicated that the NASA STI system generally met
their needs. Almost 80 percent considered the media and services easy to use,
and at least 85percent considered the announcement abstracts adequate, Levels
of system utilization increased for RECON to 79percent,27 percent above
levels recorded in the Drobka study. The use of three major media, however,
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declined from the 1973-1974 levels. STAR use declined from 67 percent to 45
percent, IAA use from 56 percent to 34 percent, and SCAN use from 51 percent
to 45 percent. Half the respondents did not think that they were made aware
of all the NASA publications and products which might be applicable to their
work. Almost two-thirds (62%) stated that it would be useful for their instal-
lation to conduct training programs on NASA products and services. The major-
ity rated the system's acquisition and dissemination activities as good or
excellent. Reaction to the changes institutedafter the Drobka study was less
positive. Assessment of the revised subject categories was very mixed. On
the average, only 43 percent of the respondents recognized PROFILES, the
publication which described the products and services. Familiarity with and
use of the LSTAR was almost nonexistent.
The Monge Study
In 1978, the Ames Research Center contracted with Communimetrics, Inc.
to undertake an evaluation of NASA STI from the viewpoint of non-NASA users in
the aeronautical industry. Monge (1979) based The Assessment of NASA Technical
Information on data obtained from 450 employees in 40 of the 49 major aero-
nautical companies. Three methods of obtaining information were used: a
questionnaire containing open- and closed-ended questions, structured inter-
views, and a multidimensional scaling technique. Data were obtained in these
major areas: the efficiency and timeliness of the dissemination process; the
method through which the respondent became aware of NASA STI; utilization of
NASA STI; usage of a specific announcement medium, STAR; a comparison of
documents published by NACA and NASA; suggested improvementsin NASA STI_ and
the image of NASA STI.
Three groups of users were identified and queried during the Monge study:
librarians, executives, and researchers. The Monge study established that
industry's corporate libraries were a critical link in the dissemination of
NASA STI. The largest group of users learned about NASA documents through
library publications (30%). Documents on automatic distribution were not
received 20 percent of the time. It was recommended that a manual on ordering
and distribution processes be distributed to all aeronautical industry
librarians.
z
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For executives and researchers, NASA was the second most important source
of technical information (after technical journals). Executives used NASA
documents 27 times per year. Researchers used NASA documents 32 times per year
and read NASA-authored journal articles 17 times per year Seventy-one percent
said that STAR reports were important or very important in maintaining current
awareness. Current awareness was clearly the most significant use for STAR
reports. Citation of STAR reports was low for in-house publication (26%)
and in other technical publications (10%). A comparison of NACA and NASA
documents was obtained from executives, 90 percent of whom had direct experi-
ence with NACA. Criticism of NASA STI reflected, in part, a desire for a
return to the comprehensive and exhaustive publications which NACA had produced
when the organization's sole focus was aeronautical problems. The two major
inadequacies of STI content were identified as the failure to relate the
research to existing knowledge and to include complete data and information in
reports. It was recommended that related research sections be included in
each report and that state-of-the-art publications be produced periodically
by NASA in major aeronautical subjects. It was also recommended that the
organization of reports be modified to highlight key information in the
abstracts/ the summaries, and in the reports themselves. The results of the
multidimensional scaling technique suggested strategies for moving the image
of NASA STI closer to the job concepts of aeronautical researchers. To extend
awareness and use of NASA STI, it was recommended that a brochure presenting
the NASA system in the terms and concepts most important to users should be
circulated throughout the aeronautical industry.
EVALUATION OF THE LANGLEY STI PROGRAM
The Langley Research Center STI program is an integral part of the Agency's
STI system and is responsible for implementing Agency and Center policies con-
cerning the management of STI. Expeditious publication of the Center's research
output is Langley's contribution_to the Agency's goal of timely dissemination of
NASA research. The documented research output of the Center is processed
through the Langley Research Information and Applications Division (RIAD).
In addition, the Publications Branch of RIAD provides in house printing for
NASA Headquarters, Scientific and Technical Information Branch.
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This service is provided for the entire Agency and involves the publication
and dissemination of NASA's formal series technical publications.
Since 1970, a series of audits and studies were conducted for portions of
the Langley STI program. The audits and studies were programmatic in nature "
and were concerned with cost effectiveness. With the exception of an evaluation
of the Langley Technical Library (Dewhirst, 1970), no attempt had been made to
determine the effectiveness of the Langley STI program or portions of _he pro-
gram by obtaining feedback from the user population.
In February 1980, a comprehensive review and evaluation of the Langley STI
program was undertaken. Phase I of the review and evaluation project (Pinelli_
et. al., 1980) represented the first attempt to obtain feedback from Langley
engineers and scientists, the internal user population. A study designed to
solicit feedback from academicand industrial engineers and scientists, the
external population, had not been conducted.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE
The study utilized survey research to obtain feedback from academic and
industrial engineers and scientists. The study was conducted in conjunction
with Continental Research Company. Professional research assistance was
utilized to establish and ensure objectivity and confidentiality, to maintain
the integrity of the study, and to obtain research skills not readily avail-
able to the project.
Research Methodology
The methodology for the survey portion of the study involved the use of
non-probability techniques (Kress, 1979). (For a discussion of this concept,
see Wentz, 1972, and Bellenger and Greenberg, 1978'.) The use of non-probability
techniques were chosen because the size and membership of the universe were
not known (Boyd, Westfall, and Stasch, 1977). Further justification
for employing non-probabillty techniques existed because of the administra-
tive dlfflculty/cost involved in identifying the universe (Warwick and
Lininger, 1975).
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A sample based on the NASA distribution list for formal reports was not used
because the distribution was composed of organizations and institutions rather
than individual users. The sample population was therefore based on the names
of active researchers furnished by members of the steering committee.
Research Procedure
Stage i of a four-stage survey procedure involved the development of the
sampling frame, Members of the review and evaluation steering committee were
asked to obtain a list of industrial and academic professionals active in their
research field from engineers and scientists within their respective divisions.
Names, addresses, and phone numbers were requested for each individual. The
compiled lists, representing all the areas in which Langley Conducted research,
/
were forwarded to STIPD. Approximately 1,200 names were submitted, of which
less than 2 percent had been or were contractors or grantees.
Stage 2 of the research procedures involved the verification of the sample
frame addresses From approximately 1,200 submittals, duplicate names!and
those with inadequate addresses were deleted. Addresses and telephone numbers/
extensions were checked for the remaining academic professionals. The addresses
and telephone numbers/extensions were checked for the industrial professionals.
Those professionals who were no longer employed by the organization/institution
andfor whom no current address could be obtained were deleted. Approximately
600 of the addresses were verified.
Stage 3 involved the construction of the survey questionnaire. The survey
questionnaire contained 35 closed-ended questions and three open-ended items.
The open-ended items were listed on a separate sheet and were included as a
supplement to the questionnaire. The closed-ended questions employed four and
five-point attitude scales (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). The survey was designed
to assess the usage, importance, and perceived quality of NASA Langley-generated
STI and the use of selected NASA STI publications and services. The question-
naire was prepared jointly by Continental Research and the project director's
team. Each question on the survey was pretested on representative members of
the sample, reviewed by members of the project's steering committee, and revised
by Continental Research. The questions were designed to measure the respondents'
knowledge of and attitudes toward Langley:and NASA STI; to assess the usage,
importance, and perceived quality of NASA Langley-generated STI; and to determine
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their familiaritywith and use of relatedNASA publicationsand services. In
addition, demographic characteristics were obtained. The final survey instru-
ment, including the open-ended supplement,is containedin Appendix B.
Stage 4 involvedthe oonductof the survey. This stage involveda four-
step method combiningthe personal touch of telephoneinterviewswith the depth
of informationpossible in a mail survey (Dillman,1978).
Step 1 - Each person from the sampleframe of 611 usable names was
telephonedduring the week beginningNovember30, 1980. Each individualwas
asked to participatein the evaluationprojectby completinga mail question-
naire. The resultsof these calls were as follows:
81.3% - willingto participate
10.8% - out of town
5.6% - never reached (aftermany tries)
2.3% - unwillingto participate
Ste__2__ - Each of the 497 personswho agreed to participatewas maile_
a quest!onnalrewithin 24 hours. The questionnaire,which was sent with a
cover letter signedby the presidentof ContinentalResearch,containeda brief
messagethankingthe individualfor hls/herparticipation. (AppendixC.)
_ - Of the 497 potentialrespondentswho were mailed question-
naires,471 receiveda follow-upphone callduring the week beginning
December7, 1980. This call servedas a reminderto those who had forgotten
about the survey and as a thank you call to those who had retUrnedtheir
surveys. The balanceof those peoplewho were not reachedby phone were sent
lettersof appreciation(AppendixD).
Step 4 - The surveyswere returnedby mail. The cut-offdate for
inclusionin the computerizedanalysiswas Januaryi, 1981. Over 80 percent
of those who were sent surveysreturnedthem in time. A total of 381 usable
surveyswere includedin the computeranalysis. As of January28, 1981, 421
had been returned,making the final responserate 85 percent.
i0
The 381 questionnaires that were returned by the deadline were thor-
oughly edited and computer coded. Computer tabulations were performed and the
responses were summarized. Appendix E shows the aggregated tallies of these
questionnaires. Appendix F displays these tallies calculated without the
" "don't know" responses.
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
The responses to the closed-ended and open-ended questions were presented
for each survey topic. One hundred sixty responses were received to the open-
ended questions. The results were compiled and were included according to the
survey topic to which they applied.
The number of responsesto each question is provided. The numbers (n)
containedin each table representabsolutepercentagesbased on the survey
population (n = 381) rather than the n fOrla given question. For discussion
purposes,the headings "usually"and "sometimes"were combined,as were the
headings"very" and "somewhat."
Survey Topic i: Assess the FamiliarityWith and Use of SelectedNASA STI
Publicationsand Services
Academicand industrialpersonnelwere asked to respond to three questions
which pertainedto familiaritywith and use of selectedNASA STI publications
and services. Questionspertinentto each topic were presentedand analyzed
separately.
FamiliarityWith SelectedNASA STI Publications. Two questionswere used
to determinethe familiaritywith NASA STI publications. The resultswere sum-
marizedand are presentedin Table A.
TABLE A
Summary: Subscription/Receiptof Selected
NASA STI Publications
PERCENTAGES
uoes your institutionor organizationsubscribe to or receive NASA
technicalreports?
82.9 yes 5.5 no 11.5 don't know n = 381
Does your ;,scitution or organizationsubscribe to or receive such
NASA announcementmed-'...._d abstractingtools as Scientificand
Technical Aerospace R,___ts (STAR)and InternationalAerospace
Abstracts (IAA)?
STAR 60.4 yes 12.1 no 27.6 don't know n = 381
IAA 44.1 yes 15.5 no 40.4 don't know n = 381
ii
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Nearly 83 percent of the respondents indicated that their institution or organ-
ization subscribed to or recelved NASA technical reports. Sixty and 44 percent,
respectively, indicated that their institution or organization subscribed to
STAR and IAA. Approximately 28 and 40 percent, respectively, did not know if
their institution or organization received STAR and IAA.
Severalrespondentsto the open-endedquestionsindicatedthat STAR and
IAA were not cost effectivefor a small R&D organization. Receiptof the ques-
tionnairepromptedseveralrecipientsto check their libraryor information
center to ascertainreceiptof STAR and IAA.
FamiliarityWith and Use of SelectedNASA STI Publicationsand Services.
A four part question was used to determine familiarity with and use of selected
NASA STI publicationsand services. The resultswere summarizedand are pre-
sented in Table B.
TABLE B ,
Summary: Familiarity With and Use of Selected
NASA STI Products and Services
PERCENTAGES
For my research, I use: _ (check appropriate boxes)
Unfamiliar with -
Always Usually Sometimes Never
N/A = no answer
a. STAR (Scientific and
Technical Aerospace [] [] [] _ []Reports), the NASA
announcement journal 11.5 18.6 35.2 7.9 26.8
for report literature
n = 381
b. IAA (International
Aerospace Abstract),
the NASA announcement [] [] [] []journal for periodi-
cals, meeting papers, 5.0 10.0 32.8 10.5 41.7
and conference n = 381
proceedings
c. SCAN (Selected Current [--7
Aerospace Notices), a [] [] [] h_JNASA current awareness
publication 4.5 8.4 18.6 14.7 53.8
n = 381
d. NASA literature
searches obtained
through the NASA Sci-
entific and Technical
Information Facility, [] _ _ _
NASA libraries,
Defense Technical 6.0 ii.0 34.9 18.9 29.1 -
Information Center, n = 381
or Department of
Energy
e. NASA SP-7037 "Aeronau- [] [] [] [] []tical Engineering Con-
tinuing Bibliography" 1.6 4.2 10.8 19.9 63.5
n = 381
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Approximately 12 percent of the respondents "always" used STAR, while approxi-
mately 54 percent "usually" or "sometimes" used STAR. Approximately 35 percent
of the respondents "never" used or were "unfamiliar with" STAR. Approximately
5 percent of the respondents "always" used IAA, while 43 percent of the respon-
. dents "usually" or "sometimes" used IAA. Approximately 42 percent of the respon-
dents were "unfamiliar with" IAA. Approximately 6 percent of the respondents
"always" used NASA literature searches, while approximately 46 percent "usually"
or "sometimes" used NASA literature searches. "Unfamiliar with" responses, 64
and 54 percent, respectively, were recorded for NASA SP-7037 and SCAN.
Several respondents indicated reliance upon their library or information
center for the gathering of research information. Consequently, they had no
way of knowing which, if any, NASA STI publication or service had been used.
Several respondents commented that the selected STI publications, particularly
the Continuing Bibliographies, should be better publicized. Some respondents
reported difficulty in obtaining their organization's copy of STAR. Some re-
spondents stated that STAR was a valuable tool, while others indicated that STAR
was too voluminous to use efficiently.
Survey Topic 2: Assess nhe Importance of NASA STI and Lan$1ey-Authored
(Published) STI in Terms of "Advancing the State-of-the-Art"
Academic and industrial personnel were asked to respond to three questions
which pertained to the importance of NASA and Langley-authored (published) STI
in terms of "advancing the state-of-the-art." The results were summarized and
are presented in Table C.
TABLE C
Summary: Importance of NASA STI and
Langley-Authored (Published) STI
PERCENTAGES
For my research, NASA sci-
entific and technicalinfor- imp°rtant E_] [_ [---] [] [---] unimp°rtant
mation is 43.6 28.6 14.7 5.5 3.7
3.9 N/A (no answer) n = 381
In terms of "advancing the
state-o f-the-ar t," NASA important [] [] [] _ [] unimportant
scientific and technical 43.0 37.0 11.3 2.6 1.8
information is
4.2 N/A (no answer) n = 365
In terms of "advancing the
state-of-the-art," Langley- imp°rtant [] _ D [] [] unimp°rtant
authored scientific and 22.8 32.5 26.8 2.6 1.0
technical information is
14.2 not familiar with those
from Langley n = 381
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Approximately 72 percent of the respondents indicated that NASA STI was "very"
or "somewhat" important for their research. Approximately 80 percent indicated
that NASA STI was "very" or "somewhat" important for "advancing the state-of-
the art." Nearly 56 percent of the respondents perceived Langley STI as being
"very" or "somewhat" important for "advancing the state-of-the-art."
Several respondents to the open-ended questions commented that all NASA
centers conducted high quality research and produced high quality research
publications. Several respondents suggested that additional publicity for
the research publications and services was essential.
Survey Topic 3: Determine the Frequency of Ordering and the Relative Speed
o_ Delivery for NASA Technical Publications
Academic and industrial personnel were asked to respond to two questions
concerning the ordering and delivery of NASA technical publications. The
responses were summarized and are presented in Table D.
TABLE D
Summary: Ordering Frequency and Speed of Delivery
For NASA Technical Publications
PERCENTAGES
m _ m
- _ n-
"' O "' O w
> m z m >
technical reports are
ordered" 16.0 25.2 25.2 lO.O 10,5
13.1 not ordered n = 381
NASA technical reports, quickly _ _ _ _ _ slowlywhen ordered, a rive:
9.2 25.2 31.1 7.1 5.0
0.0 do not arrive
22.3 not applicable n = 296
Forty-one percent of the respondents indicated that they ordered NASA technical
reports "very" or "somewhat" frequently, while 35 percent indicated that the
reports arrived "very" or "somewhat" quickly.
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A small number of open-endedresponsesindicatedthat the responsetime
for orderingtechnicalreportsranged from 3-6 weeks. One respondentindicated
. that the receiptof STAR microficherequired8 weeks.
SurveyTopic 4: Determinethe Use of Non-NASA_NASA-Autho;ed_and Langley-
Authored (Published)STI
Respondentswere asked three questionsdesignedto elicit their use of
publishedscientificand technicalinformation(STI). The responseswere sum-
marizedand are presentedin Table E.
TABLE E
Summary: Use of STI
PERCENTAGES
Do you use non-NASApublishedliteraturein your research?
a. Technicalreport literature 95.3 yes 2.4 no 2.4 N/A (No answer) n = 372
b. Journalarticles 96.9 yes 1.8 no 1.3 N/A n = 376
c. Conference/meetingpapers 96.1 yes 2.4 no 1.6 N/A n = 377
Do you use NASA-authoredpublishedliteraturein your research?
a. Technicalreport literature 86.1 yes 8.4 no 5.5 not sure n = 381
b. Journalarticles 84.4 yes 9.4 no 5.8 not sure n = 381
c. Conference/meetlngpapers 85.8 yes 7.9 no 6.3 not sure n = 381
Do you use literaturepublishedby the LangleyResearch Center in your research?
a. Technicalreport literature 75.1 yes 13.1no 11.8not sure n = 381
b. Journalarticles 71.9yes 13.1 no 15.0 not sure n = 381
c. Conference/meetlngpapers 74.3 yes 12.3 no 13.4 not sure n = 381
Approximately96 percentof the respondentsindicatedthat they used non-NASA
publishedliteraturein their research,and 85 percentindicatedthat they used
NASA-authoredpublishedliterature. Overall,73 percentindicatedthat they
used Langleypublishedresearchliterature. However,approximately13 percent
could not distinguishLaRC from other NASA-authoredpublishedliterature.
Severalrespondentsto the open-endedquestionsstated a preferencefor
the use of journalliteraturefor disseminatingand gatheringresearchinforma-
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tion. Some respondentsconsideredthe technicalreportan importantmedium for
presentingcompleteresearchinformation.
Survey Topic 5: PerceivedImage of Langley-AuthoredScientificand Technica]Information
Respondentswere asked five questionsconcerningthe perceivedimage of
Langley-authoredSTI. The responseswere summarizedand are presentedin
Table F.
TABLE
Summary: Image of Langley STI
PERCENTAGES
i,i
'" 0 _ 0
When compared to other journal _ _ _artlclesin my discipline,the higher _ _ lower
PRESTIGEof Langley-authored 9.2 26.0 41.7 3.9 1.0journalarticlesis
18.1not familiarwith those
fromLangley n = 38|
When compared to other techni- _ _ _ _ _cal report literature in my higher lower
discipline, the PRESTIGE of 11.0 30.4 36.0 4.2 0.8
Langley-authored technical
reports is 17.6 not familiar with those
from Langley n = 381
When compared to other techni- _ _ _ _ _cal report literatur in my higher lower
discipline, the ADEQUACY OF 13.4 34.1 32.5 1.3 0.3
DATA in Langley-authored
technical reports is 18.4 not familiar with those
from Langley n -- 381
When c°mparedto other techni- m°re _ _ _ _ _ lesscal reportlitera ure, he readable r adable
ORGANIZATION(format)of 13.6 33.9 32.3 2.4 0.3
Langley-authoredreportsis
17.6not familiar with those
fromLangley n = 381
When comparedto other techni-
cal reportliterature,the higher _. _ _ _ _ lower
QUALITYOF VISUALPRESENTATIONS 16.5 33.1 29.1 3.1 0.5in Langley-authoredtechnical
reports(e.g.,graphics, 17.6not familiarwith those
photography,type style)is fromLangley n = 381
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Thirty-five percent of the respondents indicated that the prestige of Langley-
authored journal articles was "very" or "somewhat" high when compared to other
journal articles in their discipline. Sixteen respondents to the open-ended
questions indicated that journal publications were their preferred medium for
obtaining STI. Seven respondents encouraged Langley to make greater use of
journal publications. Four respondents desired a publication listing recent
Langley-authored journal articles.
Approximately 41 percent of the respondents indicated that the prestige of
Langley-authored technical reports was "very" or "somewhat" high when compared
to other technical report literature in their discipline. Four respondents to
the open-ended questions cited the importance of technical reports in publish-
ing major results and complete details. Three respondents indicated that a
recent decline in the technical quality of Langley STI had occurred in their
disciplines. Three respondentsindicatedthat varying levelsof prestige
existedfor varioustechnicalareas at Langleyand, therefore,they found it
difficultto generalizefor the STI output of Langley.
Forty-seven percent of the respondents indicated that the adequacy of data
was "very" or "somewhat" higher in Langley-authored technical reports than
other technicalliteraturein their discipline. Concerningthe adequacyof
data, three respondentsfavored an increase in the publicationof negative
results. Three suggestedthat the reportsshould containa greaterdepth of data
analysis. Two respondentsproposedthat additionaltabulardata be provided
in a separate report or microfiche.
Forty-sevenpercentof the respondentsindicatedthat the organization
(format)of Langley-authoredtechnicalreportswas "very"or "somewhat"higher
than other technica!report literaturein their discipline. Four respondents
to the open-ended questions indicated that the text and graphical material
should be integrated within the report. Two respondents indicated a need for
" modernizationof the formatof the technica!report. Three respondentsindi-
cated that the amount of narrativemade the extractionof informationdifficult
and two suggested simpler forms of reports.
Approximately 50 percent of the respondents indicated that the quality of
visual presentations in Langley-authored technical reports was "very" or "some-
what" higher than other technical report literature in their discipline. Two
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respondents desired the use of fine rather than coarse grids. Three respondents
indicated that the sketches and figures were too small to detect nuance within
the data.
Survey Topic 6: Demographic Information
The final set of questions, 17-25 on the survey instrument, was used to
elicit demographic information concerning the respondents. The responses to
each question were tabulated and reported separately.
Work Experience. Respondents were asked to indicate their number of years
of professional work experience. The responses were tabulated and are presented
in Table G.
TABLE G
Summary: Years of Professional Work Experience
Percentage Years
0.0 Less than one year
2.9 1-5
7.9 6-10
22.1 11-15
21.3 16-20
45.8 21 +
i00.0 n = 380
Eleven percent of the respondents had worked professionally for less than
Ii years. Twenty-two percent of the respondents had between II and 15 years
of professional work experience. Sixty-seven percent of the respondents had
worked professionally 16 or more years.
Organization Type. The respondents were identified by organization affili-
ation. The responses were tabulated and are shown in Table H.
TABLE H
Summary: Type of Organization
Percentage Type Organization
67.2 Industrial Organization
3.7 Not-for-profit Organization
28.1 Educational Institution
1.0 Government Agency
I00.0 n = 381
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Sixty-seven percent of the respondents were associated with industry, while
28 percent were associated with educational institutions. The remaining 5 per-
cent were associated with not-for-profit organizations and government agencies.
Professional Duties. The respondents were asked to indicate their profe s-
sional duties. The choicesincludedbasic/appliedresearch,teaching/academic,
and privateconsultant/technicaladministration. The resultswere tabulatedand
are shown in Table I.
TABLE I
Summary: PresentProfessiona!Duties
Percentage ProfessionalDuties
51.8 Baslc/Appliedresearch
23.5 Teaching/Academic(mayincluderesearch)
24.7 Privateconsultant/Technicaladministration
100.0 n = 380
Approximately52 percentof the respondentsindicatedbasic/applied
researchas their professionalduties. The remaining48 percentwere divided
nearly equallybetween teachlng/academic(may includeresearch)and private
consultant/technicaladministrativeduties, t
Major Field. Respondentswere asked to specifytheir major field of
interest. The five categorychoicesincludedaeronautics/astronautics,chemistry
and materials/physics,math and computerscience,geosciences/lifesciences/space
sciences,and engineeringonly. The resultswere tabulatedand are shown in
Table J.
TABLE J
Summary: Major Field of Interest
Percentage Professional Field
40.3 Aeronautics/Astronautics
7.2 Chemistry and Materials/Physics
12.2 Math and Computer Science
8.5 Geosciences/Life Sciences/Space Sciences
31.8 Engineering only
i00.0 n = 377
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Forty percent of the respondents identified aeronautics/astronautics as
their major field of interest. Seven percent identified chemistry and materials/
/
physics. Twelve percent identified math and computer science, while approx-
imately 9 percent identified geoscience/life sciences/space sciences. Nearly 32
percent identifed engineering as their major field of interest.
Publishin$. Questions21-23 respectivelywere concernedwith the impor-
tance of publishing, management support of publishing, and whether the respon-
dents had published. The results were tabulated and are shown in Table K.
TABLE K
+
Summary: Advancement Through Publication, Publication Support,
and Publication Experience
PERCENTAGES
z I1_ .,r
> w _.
n- _ ,11 ww 0 0
In terms of my profes- > m z m >
sionaladvancement/ _ _ _ _ _ unimportantdevelopment,publishing important
is: 40.4 25.7 16.3 12.1 5.5 n = 381
Regarding publication,
my management is: supportive _ _ _ _ _, nonsupportive
45.3 29.2 18.9 5.3 1.3 n = 380
Do you publish? Percentage
Do publish 92.8
Do not publish 7.2
i00.0 n = 376
Nearly all of the respondents published, while approximately 67 percent
indicated that publishing was "very" or "somewhat" important to their careers.
Approximately 75 percent of the respondents indicated that management was "very" -
or "somewhat" supportive regarding publication.
Non-NASA Technical and Professional Conference. The respondents were asked
how many technical/professional conferences (e.g., workshops, symposia, meetings)
other than NASA conferences they had attended within the past three years. The
results were tabulated and are shown in Table L.
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TABLE L
Summary: Attendanceat Non-NASAConferences
°
Number of Number of Percent
Conferences Respondents
None 16 4.2
One 14 3.7
Two 36 9.4
Three 52 13.6
Four 22 5.8
Five 36 9.4
•Six 48 12.6
Seven 13 3•4
Eight 24• 6.3
Nine or more 120 31.6
i
Total 381 I00.0%
Nearly 32 percentof the respondentshad attendednine or more conferences
within the last three years. Approximately68 percentof the respondentshad
attendedbetweenone and eight conferences. Nearly 51 percentof the respon-
dents had attendedbetweentwo and six conferenceswithin the past three years.
TABLE M
Summary: Attendanceat NASA Conferences
Number of Number of Percent
Conferences Respondents
None 78 20.5
One 90 23.6
Two 95 24.9
Three 58 15.3
Four I5 3.9
Five I5 3.9
Six 13 3.5
Seven 4 I.0
Eight I 0.3
Nine or more 2 3.1
Total 381 100.0%
s
Nearly 6•4percentof the respondentshad attendedbetweenone and three
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NASA conferences during the past three years. Twenty percent had not attended
a NASA conferenceduring the past three years.
SurveyTopic 7: IdentifyWays in Which NASA and Langley-GeneratedSTlCould
Be Made More Accessibleto Non-NASAEngineersand Scientists
A total of 128 open-endedresponsesaddressedsome aspect of accessibility
of NASA and Langley-generatedSTI. These responseswere analyzedand are pre-
sented by topic.
A total of eighty responsesto the open-endedquestionsfocusedon the
Agency'spublication,announcement,and disseminationpractices. Nineteen
respondentsindicatedthat NASA should educateusers and potentialusers about
the range of NASA publicationsand how to obtain them. Seven respondentssug-
gested that NASA advertisesubject-speciflcresearchpublicationsin appropriate
I
open-literaturejournalsand periodicals. Four respondentssuggestedthat NASA
advertisethe announcementjournals,STAR and IAA, in the open literature. Fouri
respondentscommentedthat a loweredperceptionof the qualityof NASA publica-
tions resulted from their lack of visibility. Ten respondentssuggestedaddi-
tionalways to announceNASA's publishedresearch.
Five of these individualsrecommendedthat all recentpublicationsshould
be listed in newsletterson a monthlyor quarterlybasis,possiblywith brief
reviewsand subjectindexing. Five individualspreferredthat NASA produce
subject-specificnewslettersor reviews. Concerningdisseminationof all
announcementsof publishedresearch,14 respondentsindicatedthat the mailing
shouldbe directedat interestedindividualsas well as organizations.
Seven respondentscommentedon the long delay betweenthe conductof
researchand the publicationor announcementof the report. Five individuals
expresseddissatisfactionwith the deliverytime for reports.
At both Agency and Langleylevels,seven individualsdesiredinformation
about work in progress,includinga contactfor obtainingfurtherinformation.
Four respondents suggested that this preliminary information was preferable
to the long wait for published information about completed research. Four
respondents desired information about planned projects.
Six respondents commented on difficulties concerning Contractor Reports
(CR's). The responses indicated that CR's were not uniformly clear and factual,
that the publication process took too long, and that it was difficult to obtain
copies of the reports.
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Four respondents,who identifiedthemselvesas taxpayersand/or
contractor/grantees,desiredto obtain free copies of publicationsimportant
to their research.
There were 24 responsesdirectlyconcernedwith the accessibilityof
Langley STI either throughthe use of Langley-authoredpublicationsor through
personalcontact. Ten respondentsstressedthe importanceof personalcontact
and expressedtheir satisfactionwith the accessibilityof Langleypersonnel.
Six respondentscommentedthat they had obtainedcopies of reportsfrom the
authorwhen they needed the informationquickly. Ten respondentssuggested
that additionalways of announcingLangleySTI shouldbe employedon a monthly
or quarterlybasis and be directedat individualresearchers. Six of these
respondentsindicatedthat each publicationbe limitedto a specificsubject
category. Four respondentswanted the publicationto announceall current
LangleySTI. Three respondentsdesiredthat a source for furtherinformation
be identifiedfor informationon orderingor obtainingLangleyreports.
FINDINGS
The findings were summarized and are presented for each survey topic. The
following descriptors were used to present the findings:
Plurality - the largest group, but less than half of the respondents
Substantial - an opposing response of 25% or more
Minority
Majority - 50 to 59% of the respondents
Clear - 60 to 69% of the respondents
Majority
Strong - 70 to 79% of the respondents
Majority
Overwhelming - 80% or more of the respondents
Majority
Survey Topic i: Assess the Familiarity With and Use of Selected NASA STI
Publications and Services
An overwhelming majority of the respondents indicated that their
organization/institution subscribed to or received NASA technical reports. A
clear majority indicated that their organization/institution subscribed to or
received STAR, while a substantial minority did not know whether their organi-
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zation subscribed to or received STAR. A plurality indicated that their
organization/institution subscribed to IAA, while a slightly smaller percentage
did not know whether their organization/institution subscribed to or received
IAA. "i
A majority of the respondents "usually" or "sometimes" used STAR. A
substantial minority were "unfamiliar with" STAR or did not respond.
A plurality of the respondents "usually" or "sometimes" used IAA. A
slightly smaller percentage were unfamiliar with IAA or did not respond.
A clear majority of the respondents were unfamiliar with SP-7037. Twenty
percent of the respondents indicated that they never used SP-7037.
Responses to the open-ended questions indicated that several respondents
were not sure which NASA publications or services had been used by their organ-
ization's library to supply the information they used. Some respondents com-
mented that STAR was valuable for their research, while others either had diffi-
culty obtaining the organization's copy or 'found STAR too voluminous to use
efficiently.
Survey Topic 2: Assess the Importance of NASA STI and Langley-Authored
(Published) STI in Terms of "Advancing the State-of-the-Art"
A strong majority of the respondents indicated that NASA STI was important
for their research. An overwhelming majority indicated that NASA STI was impor-
tant in "advancing the state-of-the-art." A strong majority indicated that
Langley-authored STI was important in "advancing the state-of-the-art."
Survey Topic 3: Determine the Frequency of Ordering and the•Relative Speed
of Delivery for NASA Technical Publications
A plurality of the respondents indicated that NASA technical reports were
ordered frequently. A substantial minority indicated that NASA technical
reports were ordered "neither frequently nor infrequently." A plurality indi-
cated that NASA technical reports arrived "neither quickly nor slowly."
Survey Topic 4: Determine the Use of N0n-NASA _ NASA-Authored, and Langley- _ .
Authored (Published) STI
An overwhelming majority of the respondents indicated that they used
non-NASA published literature in their research. An overwhelming majority
indicated that they used NASA-authored published literature in their research.
A strong majority indicated that they used literature published by the Langley
Research Center in their research.
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Survey Topic 5: Perceived Imase of Lan$1ey-Authored Scientific and Technical
Information
A plurality of the respondents indicated that the prestige of Langley-
authored journal articles was "neither higher nor lower" than other Journal
articles in their disciplines. A substantial minority indicated that the
prestige of the Langley-authored journal articles was high compared to other
Journalarticlesin their disciplines. Sixteenof the respondentsto the open-
....
ended questionsindicatedthat they preferredjournalpublicationsto report
literatureas a sourceof technicalinformation.
A pluralityof the respondentsindicatedthat the prestigeof Langley-
authoredtechnicalreportswas high comparedto other technicalreport litera-
ture in their disciplines. A substantialminorityindicatedthat the prestige
of Langley-authoredtechnicalreportswas "neitherhighernor lower" compared
to other technicalreport literaturein their disciplines.
A pluralityof the respondentsindicatedthat the adequacyof data in
Langley-authored technicalreportswas high comparedto other technicalreport
literature. A substantialminority indicatedthat the adequacyof data in
Langley-authoredtechnicalreportswas "neitherhigher nor lower" than other
technicalreport literature.
A pluralityof the respondentsindicatedthat the organization(format)
of Langley-authoredreportswas more readablethan other technicalreport llt-
erature. A substantialminorityindicatedthat the organizationof Langley-
authoredreportswas "neithermore nor less readable"comparedto other techni-
cal report literature.
A majority of the respondentsindicatedthat the qualityof visual
presentationsin Langley-authoredreportswas high comparedtO other technical
report literature. A substantialminority indicatedthat the qualityof visual
presentationsof Langley-authoredreportswas "neitherhigher nor lower" than
other technicalreportliterature.
Survey Topic 6: Demo$raphic Information
An overwhelmingmajority of the respondentshad more than II years
professionalwork experience. A pluralityhad worked professionallymore
than 21 years.
A clearmajoritywere employedby an industrialorganizationand a
Substantialminoritywere employedwithin the educationalprofession.
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A majority of the respondents were engaged in basic or applied research.
A smaller group of respondents were engaged in private consultant or technical/
administration duties. The smallest group of respondents were engaged in teach-
ing or academic duties which may have included research.
A plurality of the respondents indicated that aeronautics/astronautics was
their major field of interest. A substantial minority identified engineering
as their major field of interest.
A clear majority of the respondents indicated that publishing was important
for their advancement/development. A clear majority indicated that management
was supportive regarding publication. Responses to item 23 had to be re-
categorized into those who published and those who did not publish. An over-
whelming majority of the respondents indicated that they published.
A clear majority of respondents indicated that they had attended one to
eight non-NASA conferences (workshops, symposia, meetings) within the last three
years. A clear majority of the respondents indicated that they had attended one
to three NASA conferences within the last three years.
Survey Topic 7: Identify Ways in Which NASA and Langley-Generated STI
Could be Made More Accessible to Non-NASA Engineers and Scientists
Survey topic 7 was an open-ended question concerning the accessibility of
NASA and Langley STI. The 128 responses covered numerous aspects of accessibil-
ity. Use of the descriptors "plurality," "majority," etc., were therefore not
used to present the findings for this topic.
o Increase visibility of STAR and IAA
Respondents suggested that the announcement journals STAR and IAA
be advertised in the open literature journals.
o Develop additional announcement techniques
Respondents suggested that additional ways of informing>jusers about
NASA and Langley published research be developed. _
o Identify authors and STI contacts
Respondents suggested that the names of author(s) or contact(s) be !
included with all announcements of completed, in-progress, or planned research.
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o Identifywork in progressand plannedresearch
Respondents suggested that information concerning on-golng and planned
researchbe publishedto aid in planningand supportingtheir own efforts.
o Educateusers and potentialusers
Respondentssuggestedthat more informationabout orderingNASA
and Langleyreportsbe provided.
o Includeinterestedusers in all announcements
Respondentssuggestedthat individualsas well as organizationsbe
includedin all NASA and LangleySTI announcements
o Publishboth generaland specificannouncements
Respondentssuggestedthat two types of announcementsbe used, one
which includedall subjectcategoriesand one Which was subject'speclflc.
o Speed up distributionof reports
Respondentscommentedthat the deliverytime for reportson automatic
distributionand orderedreportswas sometimestoo long.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The analysis of the data revealed that NASA STI was important to the
research conducted by the majority of the respondents and that the majority of
respondents viewed NASA STI as important in terms of "advancing the state-of-
the art." NASA and Langley STI was used by 85 and 74 percent, respectively, of
the respondents. NASA and Langley-authored technical reports, journal articles,
and conference/meeting papers were used equally by a strong majority of the
respondents. The analysis of the responses indicated a significant lack of
familiarity with and lack of use of selected NASA STI products and services.
This is in direct contrast to the number (83 percent) of respondents who indi-
cated that their organizations subscribed to or received NASA technical reports.
The responses to the closed-ended and open-ended questions were used to
• establish a perspective for the survey topics. These responses were analyzed
to form conclusions which are presented for each survey topic. Recommendations
were made based on the conclusions and are presented for each survey topic.
Survey Topic i: Assess the Familiarity With and Use of Selected NASA STI
Publications and Services
While NASA technicalreportswere subscribedto or receivedby the majority
of respondents,the respondentswere unfamiliarwith STAR, IAA, SCAN, RECON, and
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NASA SP-7037 (27, 42, 54, 30, and 64 percent, respectively). With the under-
lying assumption that increased use would result from increased familiarity, the
processes used by the NASA STI system to familiarize academic and industrial
engineers and scientists with NASA STI products and services should be reviewed.
Recommendation: A study to determine how NASA STI products and services
are publicized and announced should be undertaken. Particular emphasis should
be placed on how NASA informs users and potential users about the STlproducts
and services.
Recommendation: A study of the current NASA dissemination program, which
uses librarians and information specialists as gatekeepers, should be undertaken
to determine how NASA products and services are publicized within affiliated
organizations. Monge (1979) reported that newsletters prepared by corporate
librarians and information specialists were the most frequent ways in which
engineers and scientists learned about NASA publications. A study of the cur-
rent dissemination program should focus on making the system more effective in
terms of reaching the user.
Recommendation: A study to determine how the utility or use of NASA STI
products and services could be increased should be undertaken. In-depth inter-
views and questionnaires should be included in the study. Particular emphasis
should be placed on existing products and services with the idea of modifying
them or creating new ones.
Survey Topic 2: Assess the Importance of NASA STI and Langley-Authored
(Published) STI in Terms of "Advancing the State-of-the-Art"
An overwhelming majority of the respondents considered NASA STI important
for "advancing the state-of-the-art" and a strong majority considered NASA STI
!
important for their own research. While 75 percent of the respondents used
Langley-authored (published) literature, only 55 percent considered it important
in "advancing the state-of-the-art."
Recommendation: Based on a survey of aeronautical organizations, Monge
(1979) recommended that NASA produce more publications on the "state-of-the-art"
in major research areas. Since Langley is so heavily oriented toward aeronau-
tics, Langley authors should be encouraged to prepare more "state-of-the-art"
publications. These could be prepared as NASA reports, journal articles, and
meeting/conference papers.
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Recommendation: Approximately 40 percent of the survey population identi-
fied aeronautics/astronautics as their major field of interest, yet 64 percent
were "unfamiliar with" NASA SP-7037 (Aeronautical Engineering Continuing Bibli-
ography). Special attention should be given to increasing the scope of this
series of reports and increasing the awareness of their existence among users
and potential users of NASA STI.
Survey Topic 3: Determine the Frequency of Orderin$ and the Relative Speed
of Delivery for NASA Technical Publications
A plurality of the respondents had ordered NASA technical reports for their
own research and indicated that the reports arrived quickly. Nearly 24 percent
of the respondents either didn't order NASA reports or ordered them very infre-
quently.
Some respondents to the open-ended questions, however, commented that there
was a long delay in the receipt of reports. None of the respondents reported
the lack of receipt of ordered reports. This is contrary to the findings of
Monge (1979) who reported that 20 percent of the STAR reports ordered by respon-
dents never arrived.
Recommendation: As part of a study of the NASA dissemination program,
questions on ordering of reports should be included in the personal interviews
and questionnaires. This would provide information to resolve the apparent dif-
ference between the findings of the two studies.
Survey Topic 4: Determine the Use of Non-NASA_ NASA-Authored_ and Langley-
Authored (Published) STI
An overwhelming majority (85 percent) of the respondents used non-NASA and
NASA-authored literature in their research. A strong majority (74 percent) used
literature published by the Langley Research Center in their research. All
three media (technical reports, journal articles, and conference/meeting papers)
were equally well used.
Conference/meeting papers were used by 96 percent of the academic and
industrial engineersand scientists surveyed. The Langley Research Center con-
" tinues to make a concerted effort to document (publish) conference/meeting
papers. When Langley is a sponsor or a co-sponsor, efforts are made to publish
the proceedings of a conference as a NASA Conference Publication (CP). Recent
changes by the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Branch (STIB) have
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substantially increased the distribution of NASA CP's. However, papers appearing
in NASA CP's are not accessloned and announced indivlduall_ a practice employed by
other STI systems within the federal government.
Recommendation: Under the guidance and direction of Headquarters' Scientific
and Technical Information Branch, NASA should encourage documentation (publish-
ing) of NASA-authored conference/meetlng papers and should consider the indexing
and announcement of indivldualconference/meeting papers.
Recommendation: The Research Information Applications Division (RIAD)
at Langley, with support from Center management, should encourage the docu-
mentation of conferences and meetings, in particular, the research output
which is reported in the annual STI output book as unpublished research. Con- !
tlnulng efforts should be made to document (publish) the proceedings of Langley
sponsored and co-sponsored conferences, meetings, and workshops.
Survey Topic 5: Perceived Image of Langley-Authored Scientific and
Technical Information (STI)
Four questions were included in the survey of academic and industrial engi-
neers and scientists (the external group) to establish the perceived image of
LangleY-authored STI. These questions were similiar to the four questions cover-
ing the same topic in the survey of Langley research personnel (the internal
group). Conclusions were drawn for each of these questions based on a compari-
son of the data derived from the two surveys.
Langley research personnel were more positive in their rating of the
prestige of Langley-authored STI than were the external group. The prestige
i
of Langley-authored journal articles was rated considerably higher by the in-
ternal group (70 percent) than by the external group (35 percent). The prestige
of Langley-authored technical reports was rated more closely by the internal
group (56 percent) and the external group (41 percent). However, a perception
e
of low prestige for the Langley-authored technical report was indicated more
t
frequently by the internal group (25 percent) than by the external group (5
percent). Overall, the internal group attributed higher prestige to Langley-
authored journal articles than did the external group and lower Prestige to
Langley-authored technical reports than did the external group.
The adequacy of data in Langley-authored technical reports was rated higher
by the internal group (73 percent) than by the external group (48 percent).
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Neither the internal or external groups indicated that the adequacy of data in
Langley-authored technical reports was low. Monge (1979) reported that insuffi-
cient data was a major inadequacy of NASA reports. The results of the inter-
nal and external survey s did not confirm Monge's findings.
The internalgroup was more positive (78 percent) than was the external
group (48 percent) in the opinion that the organization of Langley-authored
technical reports made them more readable. Neither group reported that the
organization (format) of Langley-authored technical reports made them less read-
able. Monge (1979) reported that the organization (format) of NASA reports made
them less readable and suggested that NASA prepare general guides for technical
report preparation.
Recommendation: Although NASAhas publication guides which are contained
in NASA SP-7013, it is quite possible that not all centers are adhering to the
established format. A study should be undertaken by NASA Headquarters, STIB
to ascertain the extent to which technical reports produced by the various
•centers conform to established NASA publication guidelines.
Recommendation; The review of related literature produced little empirical
research relative to the use of technical reports by engineers and scientists.
As part of the follow-on activities for the Langley STI review and evaluation
project, a study should be undertaken to determine the usage of technical report
components and establish the most effective organization and sequence.
The question concerning the quality of visual presentation of Langley-
authored technical reports was asked only of the external group. Approximately
50 percent of the respondents indicated that the quality of visual presentation
in Langley-authored technical reports was higher when compared to other techni-
cal report literature. At present, approximately 80% of all reports on automatic
distribution are on microfiche. This practice necessitates high levels of
legibility. Monge (1979) reported that executives and researchers had many
criticisms of the graphs, type size, and type style used in NASA technical
reports. Monge suggested that standards for legibility were essential, consider-
ing the average age of his survey population (47 years of age with 21.5 years of •
professional experience). The age and years of professional work experience of
Monge's population were highly similar to those of the internal and external
groups.
Recommendation: Although the findings of Monge were not confirmed by the
responses of either the internal or external groups, it is possible that the
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quality of visual presentation in NASA technical reports may not be uniformly
high. A review of the visual standards employed as part of the NASA publica-
tion standards for technical reports should be conducted. Where possible, the
existing standards should be compared with standards existing elsewhere. Where
no standards are prescribed in the NASA publication program, they should be
developed and promulgated.
Survey Topic 6: Demographic Information
The demographic information for the external group closely paralleled that
of the internal group in terms of age and years of professional work experience.
Like the internal group, the external group indicated that publishing was impor-
tant to advancement and that their management was supportive of publishing.
As with the internal group, the overwhelming majority of the external group
published. The major fields of interest of the external group by STAR category
closely paralleled the research output of the internal group.
A clear majority of the external group indicated that they had attended
between one and three NASA conferences within the past three years. Interms
of attendance at non-NASA conferences, the external group, on the average,
attended three times as many conferences (workshops, symposiums, and meetings)
than did the internal group.
Recommendation: Despite the continuing reduction in travel dollars, some
attempt should be made to facilitate greater attendance by Langley research
personnel at non-NASA conferences, i
Survey Topic 7: Identify Ways in Which NASA and Langley-Generated STI
Could Be Made More Accessible to Non-NASA Ensineers and Scientists
This topic was an open-ended question concerning the accessibility of NASA
and Langley STI. The 128 responses covered numerous aspects of accessibility.
Much of the information desired by the external group is presently provided by
the NASA STI system. Names of authors are provided in all announced STI. On-
going research and planned research are announced in STAR. The publication ?
SCAN, which is available to the external group, provides individual access to
information by specific area(s) of interest. In addition to the RTOP's
(Research and Technology Operating Plan) published in STAR, each NASA Center
publishes an annual Research and Technology Report which gives highlights of
research being conducted.
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Recommendation: A program should be undertaken by Headquarters STIB to
make the research community aware of the products and services offered through
the NASA Information System. This program should focus on the librarians and
information specialists who serve as gatekeepers within the current distributive
system and the individual engineers and scientists who are users and potential _
users of the NASA STI system. Promotional materials should be developed and
distributed using the mailing lists for technical organizations and societies.
Articles in the open literature and presentations should be used by STIB per-
sonnel to promote awareness. The awareness program must include both internal
and external users. PROFILES should be updated and distributed to NASA research
personnel through workshops at the Centers. Feedback should be continually
sought from internal and external users which would be used to plan and update
STI products and services.
Much of the information desired by academic and industrial respondents
concerning Langley-authored and -sponsored STI is currently available in the
annual STI output book. The 1980 edition contained several new features
designed to enhance the usefulness of the output book. The categories were
expanded to include Computer Programs registered with COSMIC, Tech Briefs, and
Patents. In addition, the output book contained an author, subject category,
RTOP, and Tech Brief index. Emphasis was placed on archival or "published"
research. Particular care was taken to provide complete citations including
source of availability. Complete journal citations and the availability of
conference/meeting papers were provided.
The distribution of the output book was significantly increased this year.
The output book was published as a NASA Technical Memorandum (TM). This means
that the report was accessioned into the NASA STI data base, announced in STAR,
and made available for public sale through NTIS. Copies of the output book
were distributed to academic, industrial, and government libraries. Each STI
coordinator provided names and addresses of individuals to receive copies ofo
the output book. Members of certain NASA advisory committees received a copy
of the output book. Approximately 2,200 copies were distributed.
Recommendation: The new features present in the 1980 output book should
be included in future editions. Each STI coordinator should encourage the
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researchpersonnelwithin his/herdivisionto continueto submit the names of
interestedindividualsto receivecopies of the output book.
The agency'sautomaticdistributionsystem for technicalpublicationsis
organizationalin nature. These reportsare distributedto institutionsand
organizations,not individuals. To foster a more timelydisseminationof infor-
mation to the individualusers and to promotegreater exchangeof STI between
scientists,Langleyresearchpersonnelare providedauthor copies of their
reportsfor scientist-to-scientistexchange.
Recommendation: LangleyResearchCenter shouldstrive to developa sec-
ondarydistributionprogramfor Langley-authoredformal series technicalpubli-
cations. This programcould be inauguratedby RIAD with the help of the STI
coordinatorsand should includethe compilingof a computerizedmailing list
containingthe names of engineersand scientistsin industry,academia,and
governmentwho are conductingsimilarresearch. Finally,Considerationmight
be given by RIAD to increasingthe number of author copiesof Langley-authored
formal series technicalpublicationsto the extentpermittedby federallaw
and Agency regulation.
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APPENDIXA
A PROJECTPLAN FOR THE REVIEWAND EVALUATIONOF THE
LANGLEYRESEARCHCENTER'SSCIENTIFICAND TECHNICALINFORMATIONPROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
One of themost importantresultsof explorationand researchand develop-
ment is information.TheNationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration'sscien-
tificand technicalinformationsystemis one of thelargestand bestknown
federalSTI programsin the country.The missionof theNASASTI is two-fold:
(I)to acquireworldwideresearchin aeronautics,space,andrelateddisciplines
to keepNASApersonnelabreastof currentactivitiesand developments;Land
(2)to contributeto the expansionof STI throughtimelydissemination'ofNASA,
generatedand -sponsoredresearch,development,testing,and technicalevalua-
tions. The LangleySTI programis an integralpartof theAgency'sSTI program
and is responsiblefor implementingAgencyandCenterpoliciesconcernin_
themanagementof STI. Expeditiouspublicationof theCenter'sresearchis ......
Langley'scontributionto theAgency'sgoalof timelydisseminationof NASA
research.
BACKGROUND
The LangleyResearchCenter(LaRC)is one of theleadingnationallabora-
toriesfor researchanddevelopmentin the sciencesof aeronauticsand space
technology.Foundedin 1917, Langleywas thenucleusof theformerNational
AdvisoryCommitteefor Aeronautics(NACA).For more than60 years,Langley
engineers,scientists,and technicianshavebeenconductingbasicand applied
researchin fluidand flightmechanics,flightsystems,structuresand materials,
acousticsand noisereduction,measurementsand instrumentationsystems,data
- systems,and spaceandearthsciences.The resultsof thisresearchare dis-
seminatedthroughNASA scientificand technicalpublicationsas wellas non-
NASAmediasuchas technicalor professionalsocietyjournalsand slmilar
periodicals;domesticand foreignpresentationsof papers,talks,and lectures;
and in theproceedingsof conferencesand symposia.For calendaryear1980,
Langley's1,306engineersand scientistsproduced1127 itemswhichincluded
_ 175 NASAformalseriestechnicalpublications;136 NASAQuick-ReleaseTechnical
Memorandums;146 journalarticles;352conference/meetingpapers;85 NASA
TechBriefs;I0 NASAcomputerprograms;20 patents;and 203piecesof unpub-
!. fishedresearch.The documentedresearchoutputof theLangleyResearchCenter
is processedthroughtheLangleyResearchInformationandApplicationsDivision
(RIAD),whichis an integralpartof theNASAScientificand TechnicalInforma-
(_ tionsystem.
..... STATEMENTOF THE PROBLEM
During the 63-yearhistoryof the LangleyResearchCenter,a comprehensive
review and evaluationof the Center'sSTI programhas never been conducted.
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Portionsof the Center's STI programhave receivedperiodicor occasional i
assessment;however,no valid empiricaldata exist which can be used to
evaluatethe total program'sefficiencyand effectiveness.
PURPOSEOF THE PROJECT
A comprehensivereview/evaluationof the Center'sSTI programwill seek to
determinethe extent to which the program is meeting the needs of Langley
researchand professionalpersonneland the recipientsof Langley-generated
scientificand technicalinformation,the areas or portionsof the programwhich
need improvement,and ways in which the programcan be modified to improveits
overallefficiencyand effectiveness. In conjunctionwith the evaluationproj-
ect, a theoreticaland analyticalreview of the NASA formal report as a medium
for informationtransmittalwill be conducted. The resultsof the projectmay
enableNASA to developa more effectivemedium for transmittingthe resultsof
its research.
Objectivesfor the Project
Ten objectiveswere establishedfor the project. These objectiveswere
to
I. Assess the knowledgeof and attitudestoward the LangleySTI Program;
2. Assess the knowledgeof and attitudestowardNASA and LangleySTI;
3. Determinethe informationneeds of Langley and NASA STI users;
4. Establishthe perceivedusability,technicalquality,and prestige
of LangleySTI;
5. Assess the adequacy,quality,and timelinessof researchsupport
servicesprovidedby the LangleySTI program;
6. Determinethe familiaritywith and use of selectedNASA STI products
and services;
7. Determineif the disseminationof LangleySTI could be made more
effective;
8. Determineif the disseminationof NASA STI could be made more effective;
9. Determinethe effectivenessof the Center'spoliciesand procedures
for processing/publlshingLangleySTI; and
10. Develop a selected,annotatedbibliographyon the design and evaluation
of STI systems.
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Overview
The projectwill utilizeboth survey researchand systemsanalysistechni-
ques and will be directedby Thomas E. Pinelli,AssistantChief, RIAD. A steer-
ing committeeof 17 individualswill be used to help focus, develop,and guide
the projectthroughits completion. Each researchdivisionwill nominatea
representativeto serve on the committee. The Chief of the Scientificand Tech-
nical Information(STI)Branch,NASA Headquarters,will serve as an ex-officio
member of the committee. The individualtasks establishedfor the projectwill
be executedusing Langley,Old DominionUniversity,and professionalcontract
personnel.
Limitations
The projectwill be limitedto the scientificand technicalinformationout-
put of the Center as processedor disseminatedthroughthe LangleySTIprogram.
The projectis not concernedwith either informaltransferor secondaryapplica-
tion of the Center's researchoutput. The projectwill involveresearchersat
the LangleyResearchCenter and NASA informationusers in other government
agencies,industry,and academicinstitutions_
REVIEW OF RELEVANTRESEARCH
A search is underwayto identifyliteraturerelevantto the project. The
resultsof Langleyand Headquarters'STI studiesand assessmentsconductedsince
1968will be collectedand used to help developthe researchmethodologyfor the
project. A reviewof STI systems,STI models, and a reviewof STI evaluative
activitieswill be undertaken.
RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY
The projectwill investigatethe effectivenessand efficiencyof the
Center'sscientific and technicalinformationprogram,with particularemphasis
placed on improvingthe effectivenessof the disseminationprocess. The speci-
fic actionsto be taken are describedin the followingphases.
Phase I: Knowledgeand AttitudesSurvey,Lan@le¥ResearchPersonnel
- Phase I of the reviewand evaluationprojectrequiresan assessmentof the
adequacyof the Center'sSTI programin meeting the needs of Langley research
and professionalpersonnel. Areas of the programwhich need improvementwill
ibe identifiedand waysin which the programcan be made more effectivewill be
recommended. This task involves (1) determiningthroughopen-endedquestions
_uring in-depthinterviewsthe areas and dimensionsof the programwhich
researchersconsiderimportant,(2) constructinga closed-endedsurvey to be
distributedto all researchpersonnel, (3) tabulatingand analyzingthe
responsesto the closed-endedquestionsand compilingand analyzingthe pro-
posed changesand recommendationssolicitedby severalopen-endedquestions
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and, (4) presenting the findings of the questionnaire in a final report. The
results of the survey will provide an assessment of the adequacy of the NASA
Langley STI program in meeting the needs of Langley engineers and scientists
both as informationproducersand as informationusers.
Phase II_ Audit of PublicationProcess
Phase II of the review and evaluationsprojectrequiresan "audit"or
managementanalysisof the policies,procedures,and practicesusedby the
LangleyResearchCenter to process,publish,or otherwisehandle scientific
and technicalinformation. This task involves (_) identifyingthe various
media used by the Center to output its scientificand technicalinformation;
(2)compilingall regulations,policies,and instructionsapplicableto these
media; (3) documentingthe proceduresas currentlyprescribed; (4)comparing
currentor actualpracticeswith publishedmanagementinstructionsto identify
discrepanciesor gaps in proceduralguidance;and (5) recommendingadditlonal
or modifiedprocedures. The resultsof the analysiswill establishthe total
currentproceduralframeworkfor processing,publishing,or otherwisehandling
Langley'sscientificinformationand to supplementexistingpracticesand
proceduresto createa comprehensive,effective,understandable,and practical
frameworkcoveringthe handlingof all researchoutput.
Phase III: Audit of the Report and ManuscriptControlOffice (RAM(X))
Phase III of the review and evaluationproject requiresan audit or
managementanalysisof the policies,procedures,and practicesused by RAM(X)
(Reportand ManuscriptControlOffice) to manage and report the Center's
scientificand technicalinformationoutput.
The audit involves (])documentingthe currentmanual systemusing flow-
charts,tables,and other systemsanalysistools and techniques;(2) determining
whether changesto the currentmanual systemare necessaryand justifiable;
(3) proposinga new manual or automated (internalor external)system with
appropriatejustificationfor selection; (4)examiningthe feasibilityof
in-houseautomationcapabilities;and (5)presentingthe proceduralframework,
underlyingmodels, analysis,comments,and recommendationsin a final report.
The resultsof the analysiswill providean analysisand documentation
of the currentRAMCO operations,identifyingareas for potentialimprovement
includingpossibleautomation. The audit will emphasizethe recordsmanagement
aspect of the operation.
Phase IV: Knowledgeand AttitudesSurvey,Academicand IndustrialPersonnel
Phase IV of the review and evaluationprojectrequiresan assessmentof the
benefits,usage, and perceivedqualityof the NASA/LangleySTI Programand STI
output by recipients/usersin industry,government,and academia. Since the
LangleySTI program is an integralpart of the Agency'sSTI program,NASA
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Headquartershas requestedthat the survey used by the consultingfirm include
questionspertainingto the Agency-wideSTI programand output.
. This task involves (I)preliminarytelephoneinterviewingof NASA STI users
to supply both contentand directionfor a closed-endedquestionnaire,(2) con-
structinga closed-endedquestionnaireto determinethe extent to which the pro-
. gram is meetingthe needs of industrialand academicusers of NASA/LangleySTI,
(3) tabulatingand analyzingthe responsesto the questionnaire,and (4)pre-
sentingthe findingsof the questionnairein a final report. The resultsof
the surveywill determinethe knowledgeof an attitudetowardNASA and Langley
STI held by the externaluser population. The resultsof Phase IV will be
combinedwith the resultsof the other phases of the projectto evaluatethe
LangleySTI program.
Phase V: Bibliography
Phase V of the reviewand evaluationprojectrequiresthe development
of a selected,annotatedbibliographyof literaturecitationson the topic
of the design and evaluationof a scientificand technicalinformationsystem.
The resultsof Phase V will providea theoreticalunderstandingand base upon
which the meth0dologyof the review and evaluationprojectwas founded.
Phase VI: The NASA FormalRe_x)rt
Part I: The Scientific/TechnicalReport -- A Review of Its
Camponentsand CurrentUsage
Part I of Phase VI requiresa comprehensiveevaluationof the effective-
ness of the scientific/technicalreport in transmittingSTI. This task involves
(I) developingcriteriafor the structureand use of the variousreport com-
ponents, (2)documentingthe organizationand sequenceof the variouscomponents
within a representativesampleof reports,and (3)comparingthe NASA formal
report to the report environmentof today. The outcomeor stated purposeof
this evaluationwill be the establishmentof benchmarksby which the NASA report
can he evaluated.
Part II: Quantitativeand QualitativeCriteria for Evaluation
(Bibliography,Index, and Tables)
Part II of the review and evaluationprojectrequiresa theoreticaland
analyticalreviewof the formal reportas a medium for informationtransmittal.
This task includes (I)obtaining,througha manual and computersearch,an
exhaustivebibliographyof literatureand (2)describingin quantitativeterms
the usage of report componentsin the report environment. The bibliographywill
..... contain (I)an index of reportsproducedby government,colleges,and private
enterprise(acquiredduring prior research);(2) literaturewhich describesthe
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usage of componentsin the scientific/technicalreport;and (3) literaturewhich
pertainsto the evaluationof these communicationselementsin the scientific
report.
The outcomeof the reviewprocesswill be the developmentof criteriafor
efficientreport organization.
Part III: The NASA Formal Report -- A Review,Assessment,
and Recommendations
Part III of the review and evaluationprojectrequiresan assessmentof the
overallreportorganization,the componentparts of the report,and the rela-
tionshipof those parts within the total report context. This task includes
(I)contrastingother industryand agencyreports (illustratedin prior research)
with the NASA report, (2) determiningwhich evaluativecriteriacan be applied to
the formalevaluationand possiblemodificationof the NASA Langleytechnical
report format, (3) establishinga methodologyfor evaluatingthe NASA report
format, (4)outlininga sequencefor the componentparts and spellingout what
each should include,and (5) preparingand presentinga final report.
The outcomeof this phasewillbe a suggestedoutlinefor a sequenceand
hierarchyof parts for specificusers and a seriesof criteriafor graphic and
verbal elements.
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i
ODSTS
LaRCf
Obligatedfor:
Phase I - Knowledgeand AttitudesSurvey,LangleyResearchPersonnel
Phase II - Audit of PublicationProcesses
Phase III- Audit of the Report and ManuscriptControlOffice (RAM(D)
Phase IV - Knowledgeand AttitudesSurvey,Academicand Industrial
Personnel
Phase V - AnnotatedBibliography
Headquarters
Obligatedfor:
Phase VI - The NASA Formal Report
REPORTING
Each phase of the reviewand evaluationprojectwill be documented. The
resultsof the internaland externalsurveyswill be publishedas NASA Quick-
ReleaseTechnicalMemorandums. The selected,annotatedbibliographyon the
designand evaluationof STI systemswill be publishedas a NASA Quick-Release
TechnicalMemorandum. A report to managementwill be preparedfor each phase
of the reviewand evaluationproject. The resultsof the review and evaluation
projectwill be documentedin a summaryreport.
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SCHEDULES- PHASES
Phase/Title Feb Mar Apt May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan
PhaseI
KnowledgeandAttitude
Survey,LangleyResearch I [
Personnel
Phase II
SystemsAnalysis: Audit 1' I
of PublicationProcess
Phase III
SystemsAnalysis: Audit
of the Reportand i
ManuscriptControl
Office (_)
PhaseIV
KnowledgeandAttitude I ISurvey,Industrialand ' ,,
AcademicPersonnel
PhaseV
AnnotatedBibliography I •
i
PhaseVI I
TheNASAFormalReport I
Part I: The Scientlfic/Technlcal
Report -- A Reviewof Its I
Componentsand CurrentUsage
PartII: Quantitative
andQualltativeCriteria
forEvaluation(Biblio- }' I
graphy,Index,andTables)
i
PartIII: The NASAFormal
Report-- A Review,Assess- _ I
ment,andRecommendations
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT
>, NASAScientificandTecllnicalInformationSystem
z
o USE OF SCALE: Mark your opinion with a check (_/).
u_ Scientific researchis important [] 1-_ [] [] [] unimportant
u Check 1 for "very important" Check 4 for "somewhat unimportant"
Check 2 for "somewhat important" Check 5 for "very unimportant"
= Check 3 for "neither important nor unimportant"
o
These questions are designed to determine familiarity with and use of selected NASA STI publications and services.
__1. Does your institution or organization subscribe to or receive NASA technical reports?1
yes __ no don't know
2. Does your institution or organization subscribe to or receive such NASA announcement media and abstracting tools as
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA)?
"-_ STAR yes no __ don't know
IAA yes no don't know
3. For my research, NASA scientific and technical information is'
important I_ [] [] D [_ unimportant
4. For my research, I use: (check appropriate boxes)
Always Usually Sometimes Never Unfamiliar with
a. STAR (Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reports),
the NASA announcement
journal for report literature [] l-_ [--'] [_
b. IAA (International Aerospace
Abstract), the NASA
an6ouncement journal for
periodicals, meeting papers, [] D [_ I--] []
and conference proceedings
-- c. SCAN (Selected Current
7 Aerospace Notices), a NASA
current awareness publication _-} D [_ D []
d. NASA literature searches
obtained through the NASA
Scientific and Technical
Information Facility, NASA
libraries, Defense Technical
Information Center, or
Department of Energy ['--] [---] _-] I_ I--]
e. NASA SP-7037 "Aeronautical9
Engineering Continuing
Bibliography" [] 1--] _ i---]
5. In terms of "advancing the state-of-the-art", NASA scientific and technical information is
" "To- •important [] [_ 1_ [_ [] unimportant
6, For my research, NASA technical reports are ordered:
frequently [--] I-_ {---1 [--] [_] infrequently __ not ordered
7. NASAtechnical reports, when ordered, arrive:
quickly [---] D [_ I-_ [] slowly do not arrive not applicable
APPENDIXB i OMB No.2700-0029
Useof Scientific and Technical Information
These questions are designed to determine useof published scientific and technical information.
8. Do you use non-NASA published literature in your research?
]"T" a. technical report literature _ yes _ no
]--_-- b. journal articles _ yes _ no
1"-_- c. conference/meeting papers ___ yes __ no
9. Do you use NASA authored published literature in your research?
-_ a. technical report literature _ yes _.no _ not sure ,
l--T- b. journal articles _ yes _ no _ not sure
c. conference/meeting papers _ yes _ no _ not sure)8
10. Do you use literature published by the Langley ResearchCenter in your research?
a. technical report literature __ yes _ no __ not sure
b. journal articles _ yes _ no __ not sure
20
c. conference/meeting papers __ __ yes ___ no __ not sure
"z1-
Perceived Imageof LangleyAuthoredScientificand TechnicalInformation
These questions are designed to determine the perceived image (value) of Langley-authored (published) scientific and
technical information.
11. When compared to other journal
2_ articles in my discipline, the
PRESTIGE of Langley-authored
journal articles is higher D [--] [_] [_ I---]1 lower _ not familiar with
those from Langley
12. When compared to other technical
report literature in my discipline,23
the PRESTIGE of Langley-
authored technical reports is higher [] [] _ [] i---I lower _ not familiar with
those from Langley
13. When compared to other technical
2--_ report literature in my discipline,
the ADEQUACY OF DATA in
Langley-authored technical reports
is higher [] [] D [_ [---1 lower _ not familiar with
those from Langley
14. When compared to other technical
report literature, the25
ORGANIZATION (format) of
Langley-authored technical reports more
is readable [] D [] [] [] less _ not familiar withr adable those from Langley
15. When compared to other technical
2_ report literature, the QUALITY
OF VISUAL PRESENTATIONS in
Langley-authored technical reports
(e.g., graphics, photography, type
style) is higher [] D D [] D lower _ not familiar with
those from Langley
16. In terms of "ADVANCING THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART", Langley-
27
authored scientific and technical
information is important [] _-_ F--1 [_ 1--1 unimportant __ not familiar
with those
from Langley
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Background
The purpose of these questions is to determine whether people with different backgrounds all have different opinions. The
answer_ will/'JOT be used to try to identify anyone.
17. Yearsof professionalwork experience (check one only)
2"-"_ _ lessthan one year _ 1-5 years __. 6-10 years
- _ 11-15 years _ 16-20years _ 21+ years
18. Type of organization (check one only)
_ industrialorganization _ educational institution
,_ not-for-profit organization _ governmentagency
other (pleasespecify)
19. Present professionalduties (checkone only)
_ basicresearch _ applied research
teaching/academic (may include research) _ technical administration
private consultant ._ other (pleasespecify)
20. Major field of interest
_ Aeronautics _ Astronautics _ Chemistry and Materials
Engineering _ Geosciences _ Life Sciences
Math and Computer Sciences _ Physics _ SpaceSciences
21. In termsof my professionaladvancement/development, publishingis
important _] =_ _ [_ _ unimportant
22. Regardingpublication, my managementis
"_ supportive _] ['_ [] J-_ D unsupportive
23. Through which publication media do you publish? (Indicate by numeric sequence,1 indicating most frequently used.)
"_ _ do not publish _ journal articles
technical reports __ conference]meeting papers
computer programs _ other (pleasespecify)
24. How many technical/professional conferences(e.g., workshops, symposia,meetings)other than NASA conferenceshave
--_ you attended within the last three years?
25. How many NASA technical/professional con'ferences(e.g., workshops, symposia, meetings)have you attended within
-'_ the last three years?
__Group number
(This is not used to
identify you personalty,)
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PROGRAMIMPROVEMENT(Pleasefill thisout last.)
1. Are there commentsyou would like to add about topics covered in this questionnaire?
2. Are there comments you would like to add about anything not previously mentioned?
3. What can be done to make Langley-generatedresearchmore accessibleto you?
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ContinentalResearch
4500 ColleyAvenue
Norfolk.Va.23508
(804) 489-4887
December, 1980
Thank you for your willingness to participate in the survey
phase of this study being done for Langley Research Center.
This is one phase of a project to review and evaluate the
scientific and technical information program.
Your opinions are vital. Please complete the enclosed anonymous
survey today and return it to me at Contlnental Research, P. O.
i Box 6112, Norfolk, Virginia 2350_, using the pre-paid envelope
provided.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
Sincerely,
Nanci A. Glassman
President
js
Enclosures: 1 pre-test survey
I pre-paid envelope
i post card
Marketing, Advertising, Political, and Social Problems Research
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ContinentalResearch
4500 ColleyAvenue
Norfolk,VO.23508
(804) 489-4887
December 16, 1980
Just a note to thank you for your willingness to participate
in our survey for Langley Research Center.
Someone from my office tried to call you last week to be certain
that the survey had arrived and to thank you for your help. Since
you were unavailable, I just wanted to be sure you know how much
your effort was appreciated.
Thanks so much!
Nanci A. Glassman
President
, io
Marketing,Advertising,Political,and SocialProblemsResearch
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APPENDIX E
QUESTIONNAIRE WITH AGGREGATE TALLIES
ALLFIGURESARE PERCENTAGESTHATTOTALIO0%
_, >_ NASA Scientific and Technical Information System SAMPLE SIZE - 381E
i USE OF SCALE: Mark your opinion with =check (J).
Setentlflc,elelirr.h Is important [] ['_ [] [] [] unimportant
o Cheek 1 for "very important" Check4 for "somewhat unimportant"Ik
_. Cheek 2 for "somewhat important" Check5 for "very unimportant"
1€ Cheek 3 for "neither important nor unimportant"
o
m.
Thesequestionsare designedto determine familiarity with and useof selected NASA STI publicationsand services
_f_.l. Doesyour institution or organization subscribeto or receiveNASA technical reports?
82 • 0 yes 5 • 5 no 11.5 don't know
Z Does your institution or organization subscribeto or receive such NASA announcement media and abstracting tools as
Scientific and Technical AerospaceReports (STAR) and International AerospaceAbstracts (IAA)?
STAR 60.4 yes __12"1 no 27.6 don't know
44.1 15.5 40.4
IAA __ ves ____ no __ don't know
3. For my research, NASA scientific and technical information is
N/A (NOanswer)
important 4_ 2_.6 J_.7 _ _ unimportant 3.¢]
4. For my research, I use: (checkappropriate boxes)
Always Usually Sometimes Never Unfamiliar with- H/A
_--I. STAR (Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reports), 11.5 18.6 35.2 7.9 26.8
the NASA announcement
journal for report literature [] [] ['_ [] []
_-- b. IAA (International Aerospace
Abstract), the NASA
announcement journal for 5.0 10.0 32.8 10.5 41.7
periodicals, meeting papers, [--] [] [] []
and conference proceedings
c. SCAN (Selected Current 4.5 8.4 18.6 14.7 53.8
Aerospace Notices), e NASA
current awareness publication [] [] [] [] _-]
d. NASA literature searches
obtained through the NASA
Scientific and Technical
Information Facility, NASA
libraries, Defense Technical 6.0 11.0 34.9 18.9 29.1
Information Center, or
Department of Energy [] [_] _ _ [_
-y- e. NASA SP-7037 "Aeronautical 1,6 4.2 10.8 19.9 63.5
Engineering ContinuingE,b,,ography U I--I D []
5. In termsof "advancing the state-of-the-art", NASA scientific and technical information is
important [--] [_ _ El _ unimportant N/A-(no answer)
4"_-(I37-(I 11 3 2.6 1.8 4.2
6. For my research,NASA |ecllnical'reports are ordered:
frequently [_ [--7 [] [_ [] infrequently 13.1 not ordered
•16.0 25.2 25.2 10.0 10.5
7. NASA technical reports, when ordered, arrive:
1-2"- quickly El _ [] _ D slowly O.O donut arrive 22.3 n0tapplicable
9.2 25.2 31.2 7.1 5.0
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Useof ScientificandTechnicalInformation
These questionsare designedto determine use of publishedscientific and technical information.
8. Do you usenon-NASA published literature in your research?
a. technical report literature 95.3 yes _2'4 no 2.4 - N/A - (no answer)
L';- b. journal articles 96.9 yes 1.8 no 1.3 - N/A
€. conference/meeting papers 96.1 yes 2.4 no 1.6 - N/A "_
9. Do you useNASA authored published literature in your research?
,_- ii. technical report literature 86.1 yes 8.4 no 5.5 not sure
7- b. journal articles _84"8 yes _9"4 no _5"8 not sure
€. conference/meeting papers 85.8 yes 7.._._9no ..__._36not sure3-
10. Do you use literature publishedby the Langley ResearchCenter in your research?
13 1 11.8 not sure
:_ a. technical report literature 7.5.1 yes .... no
b. journalarticles 71.9 yes 13"___!no 1.5.0 notsure
,-5"
©. conference/meeting papers 74.3 yes 12.__._33no 13._._4 not surefl-
PerceivedImageof LangleyAuthoredScientificandTechnicalInformation
These questions are designed to determine the perceived image (value) of Langley-authored (published) scientific and
technical information.
11. When compared to other journal
!-2-" articles in my discipline, the 9.2 26.041.73.9 1.0
PRESTIGE of Langley-authored
journal articlesis higher I--) _ D D [_1 lower 18"-_--1 not familiar with
those from Langley
12. When compared to other technical
report literature in my discipline,
_3- II.030.436.0 4.2 0.8
the PRESTIGE of 'Langley- 17.6
authored technical reports is higher [] [] _ _] D lower _ not familiar with
those from Langley
13. When compared to other technical
!_-- report literature in my discipline,
the ADEQUACY OF DATA in
Langley-authored technical reports 13.4 34.132.51.3 0.3
iS higher _-_ [] F-] _-] D lower 18.___4_4not familiarwith
those from Langley
14. When compared to other technical
m report literature, the!5
ORGANIZATION (format) of 13.6 33.9 32.3 2.4 0.3
Langley-authored technical reports more
is readable _ I---] _ D D less 17.6 not familiar withr adable th se from Langley
15. When compared to other technical
_- report literature, the QUALITY
OF VISUAL PRESENTATIONS in
• Langley-authored technical reports 16.533.124.1 3.1 0.5
(e.g., graphics, photography, type 17.6
style) is higher _ ['--'] D [--7 D lower --. notfamiliar with
those from Langley
16. In terms of "ADVANCING THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART", Langley-!7 22.832526.8 2.6 10
authored scientific and technical " "
information is important D [_]. D ['-7 I-7 unimportant 14"-----_2not familiar
with those
from Langley
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Background
The purposeof thesequestionsis to determinewhether peoplewith different backgroundsall havedifferent opinions.The
_, answerswill NOT beusedto try to identify anyone•
17. Yearsof professionalwork experience(checkoneonly)
0.0 2.9 7.9
2--'e- __ lessthan one year 1-5 years 6-10 years
22.0. 11-15years 21.3 16-20years 45.7 21+years 0.3 - N/A
18. Type of organization(checkoneonly)
67.2 28.1
industrialorganization __ educational institution
3.7 not-for-profit organization _ governmentagency
other (pleasespecify)
19. Presentprofessionalduties [checkoneonly)
-_- 51.7 basic research/applled research 0.3 - N/A
23.4 teachlng/academic (may include research)
34.7 private consultant/technical administration
20. Major field of interest
a-T 39.9 Aeronautlcs/Astronautics 8.4 Geosciences/Life Sciences/Space Sciences
7.1 Chemistry & Materlals/Physics 31.5 Engineering (where that was the only
12. I Math and Computer Science item checked)
1.0 N/A
21. In termsof my professionaladvancement/development,publishing is
Important [] _ _ [] _ unimportant
40.4 25.7 16.3 12.1 5.5
22. Regardingpublication,my managementis
3"7 supportive [] [] unsupportive
45.1 29.1 9 2 3 0.3
23. Through which publicationmedia do you publish?(Indicate by numericsequence 1 indicatingmost frequently used.)
_- 7.1 - do not publish
91.6 - do publish
1.3 - N/A
24. How many technical/professionalconferences(eg, workshops,symposia,meetings)other than NASA conferenceshave
you attendedwithin the lastthreeyears? 4.2 - none 64.3 - one to eight 31.5 - 9 or more
25. How many NASA technical/professionalconferences(e.g., workshops,symposia,meetings)haveyou attended within
"_- the last three years?
--- Group numbe,
20.5 - none COAST (T.,s,s not u_ea to
23.6 - one ,Oent,fy you oer$onally,)
24.9 - two 44.4 - Eastern (From initial Phone Call - Do you
1.5.3 - three 21.8 - Central use NASA or LaRC published
- _ 3.9 - four 4.5 - Mountain information in your work?)3.9 - flve 29.4 - Pacific
3.4- six 3.4- usedneither
1.0- seven 17.6- usedNASAonly
0.3 - eight 2.1 - usedLangleyonly
3.1- nineormore 74.0- usedboth
2.9 - N/A
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APPENDIX F
QUESTIONNAIRE WITH AGGREGATE TALLIES WITHOUT "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSES
ALL DECIMAL FIGURES ARE PERCENTAGES
NASA Scientific and Technical hlformation System •
• ALL WHOLE NUMBERSARE " # of people"
O USEOF SCALE: Mark your opinionwith e check (J). SAMPLE SIZE = 381
_:ientific relHrch is important [] [] [] [] [--] unimportantU
u Check 1 for "very important" Check4 for "somewhatunimportant"L
Check2 for "somewhat important" Check5 for "vary unimportant"
•t Chick 3 for "neither important norunimportant"o
L
Thesequestionsare designedto determine familiarity with and useof selected NASA STI publicationsend services
.1._1. Doesyour institution or organization subscribeto or receiveNASA technical reports?
82.9 yes 5..._..._.._5 no _11.5 don't know
' 2. Does your institution or organization subscribeto or receivesuch NASA announcement media and abstracting too_s as
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and International AerospaceAbstracts (IAA)?
T STAR __60"4 yes _12.1 no 27.6 don't know
-_-- IAA 44• 1 yes 15.5 no 40.4 don't know
3. For my research,NASA scientificand technical information is
important _ 2_ 1_3 _ _B unimportant 15 people N/A4
4. For my research, I use: (check appropriate b_xes)
Always UL_III v Sometimes Never Unfamiliar with
rercent ases
a. STAR (Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reports), 15.8 25.4 48.0 10.8 102 people
the NASA announcement
journal for report literature [] [] [] _
b. IAA (International Aerospace
Abstract), the NASA 8.6 17.1 56.3 18.0 159 people
announcement journal for
periodicals, meeting papers. [] [] [] _and conference proceedings
€. SCAN (Selected Current 9.7 18.2 40.3 31.8 205 people
Aerospace Notices), a NASA
current awareness pubtication [_ [] _ [_
T d. NASA literature searches
obtained through the NASA
Scientific and Technical
information Facility, NASA
libraries, Defense Technical 8.5 15.6 49.3 26.7 111 people
Information Center, or
Department of Energy [] [] _-_ []
-_- e. NASA SP-7037 "Aeronautical 4.3 11.5 29.5 54.7 242 people
Engineering Continuing
Bibliography" _] _-] _ [-'] [_
, 5. In termsof "advancing the state-of-the-art", NASA scientific andtechnical information is
-_- important [7 [_ ]_] _'J [--'] unimportant 16 people N/A
44.9 38.6 11.8 2.7 1.9
6. For my research,NASA technical reports are ordered:
50
7. NASA technical reports, when ordered, arrive:
85 people,-7 ,ck,y D i--] !--][13[3 s,ow,y0 donot.rr,v. notapp,,cab,e1 .832.,,40.2,.1 6.4
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Useof ScientificandTechnicalInformation
These questions are designedto determine useof publishedscientific and technical information.
8. Do you use non-NASA publill_adliterature in your research?
z-"T e. technical report literature 97...__66yes 2.___4_4no 9 people N/A
_---_- b. journal articles 98.] yes 1.___9 no 5 people N/A
l'-_ €. conference/meeting papers _ yes _2,,_4_no 6 people N/A
9. Do you useNASA authored published literature in your research?
e. technical report literature 91.1 yes 8.._..._9no 21 people not sure
1-7- b. journal articles 90.0 yes __10"0 no 22 people not sure
"W" €. conference/meetingpapers 91.__._6yes 8._.._4no 24 people not sure
10. Do you use literature publishedby the Langley ResearchCenter in your research?
e. technical report literature __85.1 yes 14__.9 no 45 people__ not sure
b. journal articles __84"6 yes 15.4__ no 57 people not sure
€. conference/meetingpapers 85.8 yes 1/,,..___2no 51 people not sure
-R-
Perceived Image of Langley Authored Scientific and Technical Information
These questions are designed to determine the perceived image (value) of Langley-authored (published) scientific and
technical information.
11. When compared to other journal
2""_- articles in my discipline, the 11.2 31.7 51.0 4.8 1.3 ,^
PRESTIGE of Langley-authored oy
journal articles is higher [] _ [] I-'-'] _ peoplelower __ not familiar with
those from Langley
12. When compared to other technical
__ report literature in my discipline, 13.4 36.9 43.6 5.1 1.0
23 the PRESTIGE of Langley- " 67
authored technical reports is higher [] _ _ _ D lower PP'°plenot familiar with
those from Langley
13. When compared to other technical
2"_" report literature in my discipline,
the ADEQUACY OF DATA in
Langley-authored technical reports 16.4 41.8 39.9 1.6 0.3
iS higher [] [---] [ii] D [ii] ,owerPe_81--e not familiar with
those from Langley
14. When compared to other technical
__ report literature, the25
ORGANIZATION (format) of t6.6 41.1 39,2 2.9 0.3 lesspeo 67p_eLangley-authored technical reports more not familiar with
is readable I--] _-] [--] D D readable those fromLangley
15. When compared to other technical
2"6- report literature, the QUALITY
OF VISUAL PRESENTAT|QNS in
, Langley-authored technicalreports 20.1 40.1 35.4 '3,8 0.6 67
" (e.g., graphics, photography, type
style)iS higher I-l [] _] F-] [_] IowerPe°pl___e not familiar with
' ' ' those from Langley
16. In terms of "ADVANCING THE
-- STATE-OF-THE-ART", Lan01ey- 26.6 37.9 31.2 3.1 1 2 5427 authored scientific and technical
eoleinformation is important ['--'] r_ D _l [] unimportantp _ not familiar
with those
from Langley
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Background
The purposeof thesequestionsis to determine whether people with different backgroundsall have different opinions.The
enswe_ will NOT beusedto try to identify anyone.
17. Yeersof professionalwork experience(checkone only)
2T 0.0 lessthan one year 2,9 1-6 years 7.9 6-10 years
1 person N/A •
22.1 11-16years 21.3 16-20years 45.8 21.years
18. Type of organization(checkone only)
2T 67.2 industrielorganization 28.1 educational institution
3.7 not for profit organization 1.0 governmentagency
0.0 other (pleasespecify)
19. Presentprofessionalduties(checkoneonly)
=_'- 51.8 besicresearch / applied research 1 person N/A
23.4 teeching/ecedemic(may includeresearch)
24.7 privateconsultant/tech, administration
25. Mejor field of interest
40.3 Aeronautlcs/Astronautlcs 8.5 Geosclences/Llfe Science./Space Sciences
7.2 Chemistry & Hatertals/Physics 31.8 Engineering (where that was the only
12.1 Math & Computer Science item checked)
4 people N/A
21. In termsof my professionaladvancement/development,publishingis
sT important 40_ 2_ _.3 J_.l _._ unimportant
22. Regardingpublication,my managementis
ST supportive [] [] [] [] [] unsupportive 1 person N/A
45.3 29.2 18.9 5.3 1.3
23. Throughwhich publication mediado you publish?(Indicate by numericsequence,1 indicatingmost frequently used,)
3";- 7.2 do notpublish 92.8 do publish 5 people N/A
24. How many technicS=l/professionalconferences(e g, workshop%symposia meetingsl other tha_IN._SA cgnferenceshave)-_ you ettendedwithin the last three years?4.2 - none b4.3 - one to ezgbt y or more
25° How meny NASA technical/professionalconferences(e.g.,workshops,symposia,meetings)have you attended within
s6 the lestthree years?
___ Group numbel20.5 - none 3.9 - flve COAST ('r.,si_.or._0to
23.6- one 3.4- six 44.4- Eastern ,d...,vyou,.rso..,y)(FromInltlalPhoneCall-
24.9- two 1.0- seven 21.8- Central Do youuseNASAor ].aRC
15.3- three 0.3- eight 4.5- Mountain publishedInfo.in yourwork?)3.9 - four 3.1 - nlne or 29.4- Pacific
more 3.5- usedneither
18.1- used NASA only
2.2- usedLangleyonly
76.2 - used both
11 people - N/A
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